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together for each other

collaborating in diverse, distributed groups of professionals

- we share history, experiences and values
- we share craftsmanship, training and tools
- we share some relationships in our networks
- we share agreement on common goals and topics

we share parts of our invaluable lifetime together!
**together for each other**

collaborating in diverse, distributed groups of professionals

- we share parts of our address book
- we create and distribute texts and documents together
- we share the status & results of action items with each other
- we share parts of our calendar with each other
- we take part in calls, meetings, events, workshops, trainings

efficient & effective communication in larger groups. not easy!

---

**together for each other**

online collaboration available since the end of 90's

- lotus notes vs. outlook
- sms, chat, whatsapp, imessage, telegram, slack...
- forum, wiki, blog, sharepoint, confluence, ...
- and then there is basecamp...

humans are tool makers!

REMOTE: Office Not Required
#1 in three business categories on Amazon.com.
chat, schedule. to-dos, docs at basecamp

addresses at highrise
live demo and discussion

together for each other

collaborating in diverse, distributed groups of professionals

- we share history, experiences and values
- we share craftsmanship, training and tools
- we share some relationships in our networks
- we agreed on some common goals and topics

we share parts of our invaluable lifetime together!
Questions? Please contact me:

Arne Krueger
arine@mtc.berlin
+49 172 5119844
linkedin.com/in/herrkrueger
twitter.com/herrkrueger
facebook.com/arne.krueger